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Sacred Sex/
Spiritual Love
by Andrew Ramer

M

You love another man who is tuned to the same vibration. Your
bodies sing around the same notes. You bring the song of life
up in each other’s bodies. Your bodies become trumpets,
horns, flutes, singing out sacredness. And you cannot help but
bring your music closer. You need to blend together your portions of the sacred hymn made flesh. The song of life in your
bodies is the music of spiritual love made manifest. You are
priests of the sacred, bio-electrical technicians wiring physical
and subtle energies together. The song of life runs electric
through your bodies. Hand touches hand, and the current
builds, the song builds. Face to face, body to body. You wire
yourselves together in sacred music.

People have forgotten that spiritual love can be expressed
through sacred sex. They have forgotten spirituality, they have
forgotten what is truly sacred. What is sacred is that which
attunes physical and subtle energies. A song can be sacred, a
bowl of rice, a photograph of a dog and a child, a laugh, a
sigh, a kiss. The potential for sacredness is ever-present, just as
the possibility of love is ever-present—simply because you exist.
Love is a vibration that permeates the physical universe. Love
is the vibration from which the
physical universe emerged.
Love is the nature of God, of
Spirit. Sacred sex happens
when two attune themselves to
the Source of All. Sacred sex
rises up from spiritual love. It

...love that
is physically
expressed is
one of...

...the
greatest
joys of all
possible
existences

Physical life is a gift, a blessing, a
divine opportunity for the soul to
express itself, the soul’s canvas. No
one physical life can express, can
contain, the fullness of the soul’s
abundant timelessness. Birth and
death, rebirth and dying again
allow the soul the opportunity to “try
on lots of different clothes.” Death is
not a stealing away of the gift of
life, a negation of it. Death allows
the gift of life to be renewed when a
certain “style” of beingness has
“gone out of fashion” for you.

physical
life is a
gift of
blessing,
and...
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Physical life is a gift and a blessing.
It allows you to shape and mold the
experiences, the wisdom, the information you have gathered about
existence into a solid, yet constantly
changing form.
Physical life is a gift of blessing, and love that is physically
expressed is one of the greatest joys of all possible existences.
Discarnate, two lovers can “stand” in each other’s bodies,
merge together and vibrate in and out of each other. But there
is nothing in the non-physical
realms quite like the touch of a
hand on skin, the wonderful
slide of lips, the magnificent
joy of two pressing against
each other’s limitations in
order to express the inexpressible. Love can be sacred. The
dance of making love can be
an expression of spiritual

The holy power of union connects you in your bodies and carries you beyond them at the same time. You do not leave the
physical. The song of life expands as it courses through you.
The rush of orgasm, the drumming, the chorus, the fire, the
waterfall, joins worlds together for a moment, and carries
priests into the holy of holies which is the seed-bed of the physical world itself. For some say that the only purpose of lovemaking is procreation. But we say
this—that the purpose of making
love is to carry two lovers back to
that fluid, ever-present state of
power from which the physical
was born. When two together do
this, go there, bring up that music
in their bodies, it is holy.
Whenever two go back there, the
energy that birthed the world is
released back into it, anew. To
bless, cleanse, recharge. For spiritual love expressed in sex becomes a sacred experience that
weaves these worlds together. It is the mystery of returning to
the beginning of time, to the source of grace. Alone, only
great saints can do this. They are rare. But through this doorway, any two can reach that birthing place, bathe in the
springs of its sweetness, carry that blessing out with them into
the world of form. Sex alone, desire, lust, cannot generate
enough energy to move two lovers to this place. But when two
hearts are echoing with love, then this journey to the sacred
becomes the vehicle for transformation, transmutation.
Travelling out of time. Travelling back to time’s beginning.
Spun through the portal of space. Spiralling through them. In
order to fill the world with song.★

rises up from it and carries you back to it. Two together, dancing across the altar of a bed enact the sacrament of this universe beginning. We call it sacred sex. Once all humans knew
that sex should only happen if it is sacred. We call it spiritual
love because people have forgotten that that is what true love
is. We call it making love, for that is what it is, to make the
energy of love ripple out into the world through the movements
and feeling of your bodies.
Once, sacred spaces were built on power spots on the planet.
They were aligned with the direction and served as energy-collecting points on days when earth, moon and sun were in certain powerful relations. Priesthoods served to channel those
energies. But now, everything has the potential to be sacred.
Your bed is a sacred space. The candle that you light may

LETTERS

The above story is a chapter from Andrew
Ramer’s book Two Flutes Playing, the second
story from this book we’ve featured in eff
(Searching for Gay History was published in
the Spring ‘98 issue). His advice was to tell
our readers that “the sexual patterns (in the
book) were designed to be used by two men
in a monogamous relationship.” For those of you who are interested in
more of these stories, we have a few copies of this book still available
at f35,- each. Please contact the editoress for more information on
how to get them at 31-20-4204531 or kulov.viscom@wxs.nl.

to

THE EDITORESS

Dear Editoress-In-Doubt,

to

I read eff from cover to cover. I also read between the lines.

Reading your editorial letter in the most recent issue of eff, the
message that seemed to come through was: You love doing
the editorial work – it is worth the effort, but only if there is
interest, and if the newsletter provides a forum for discussion.
This isn’t happening. You can easily let it go. So, if we want
eff to continue, we must show some interest.
This is a fair enough message but between the lines I felt some
resentment at the lack of response. I felt a touch of emotional
manipulation. It may be that the emphasis on details and statistics helped to give this impression. It may be that, because I
am susceptible to emotional manipulation, I am a little sensitive to its appearance. Was I right? Is there some emotional
manipulation between these lines, even if unconscious? The
effect can be to alienate and silence when the intention is to
attract and encourage. In this case, I hope not.

discussion

any of your religions reject physicality. They call it ugly,
dark, a prison for the soul. They forget that each soul creates its own body. They forget that physicality can be so filled
with joyful possibility that a soul would rather crate a body in
the slums of Calcutta than exist forever in the discarnate
planes. There is pain and suffering in physicality, because it is
easy to forget the challenges of life in a physical body. But to
live in a body, to create a body and fill it with life—that is a
sacred blessing of the soul. There is purpose and beauty and
joy in physicality. It can take many
lifetimes to understand this. But does
two plus five stop being seven if a
child doesn’t understand it yet?

be holy. You are priests. The movements you make can fill the
universe with subtle energy.

delight more resonant than a chorus full of angels singing out
at the top of their lungs. It can be the opportunity for two
together to share from the depths the wisdom, the experience,
the cosmic information that they have gathered in their dance
through existence.

Hugs and encouragement,

Tinkerbell ★

Dear Tinkerbell,

Last issue’s editorial was actually prompted by the fact that I
didn’t really know whether the newsletter was even being read
by any of the subscribers. When I simply asked that question
last year, I didn’t get any response, so I wrote a critical piece
in my American and Virgo-Rising style of using strong language and being direct. However, my approach to the editorial column may seem rather contradictory. On one side, the
professional look of the newsletter warrants an editorial as in
any other mainstream magazine—strictly an introduction to
the contents of the issue. But my eff editorials have been very
personal—it has been my heart circle with the community on
quarterly basis, where I’ve not been only critical on issues concerning our growth as a movement, but venting about my personal psychological and emotional developments as well. I
wouldn’t change my personal approach. On one hand, I have
a personal and not a professional investment in the
EuroFaeries. On the other, it is after all a faerie newsletter, and
not a mainstream publication.
I still, however, don’t know what you exactly mean by ‘emotional manipulation’. At first, I thought that perhaps subconsciously I didn’t want to take responsibility for feeling the need
to pull out of my editorial commitment as it has been for the
past 18 months. But I sincerely believe in communication and
still love doing the newsletter despite the fact that I’m overwhelmed with other personal & professional projects. And
when I re-read the piece, I found it rather balanced, with
putting the whole ball of the matter completely in my lap and
not blame my readers for not giving me the interactions that
I’m looking for. In the second column, and along with the survey, I’m asking subscribers’ opinion of this kind of ‘product’
which I’ve been trying to create—how it’s received out there,
and whether it’s of interest and worth producing.
And finally, I’d like to assure you and everyone out there, that
I have no resentment nor disappointments in the ‘lack of
response’. I have high expectations, but they are necessary for
getting things done, for focus, for ambition. But over the years,
continues on the following page
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continued from the previous page

Dear Editoress,

I've only had time to quickly scan the newsletter (it arrived today),
but quickly read your Letter from the Editoress, and thought I
would write to say that I think the work you are doing is worthwhile, and, yes, it can be a real piss that you don't get feedback.
I think it's something to do with people being happy to let others
do the work, as long as they don't have to do it themselves!
I think a lot of people who do worthwhile work often go unacknowledged – as has the contribution of many faeries over the
past few thousand years. I think you're right in saying that
EuroFaeriedom is based on idealism, and the problem of idealism is that it's thought of as being naive and unrealistic. I, for
one am glad to be idealistic rather than a cynic. We do, I feel,
at least get things done no matter how much what we do get
to be criticised or ignored.

discussion

This deserves something more than filling in the survey: I read
eff from cover to cover. I look first at the pictures, though, to see
if there are any of me – there are never enough! Then I read.

Kulov,

You are doing a great job with eff. It is upbeat, zappy, professional-looking and fun. I like that it isn’t just announcing
events to come, or reviewing them afterwards. I like that there
are articles of general interest, which are also sometimes
thought-provoking and potentially discussion-generating. I like
the balance of text and visuals, though there could be room for
more, or larger, illustration(s) – like the happy faeries peeping
from the pages!

Andrew is a new faerie from England. Thanks for the accolades Andrew. Hope to see you among our ranks soon.
Kulov ★

It is a young paper and has yet to realized its potential. This
takes as much time as is necessary and I hope this child will
continue to grow.
Faerie hugs,

A Readeress-In-Certainty ★

Dear Readeress-In-Certainty,

Kulov ★

Just look at the front cover of this issue!
Dear Kulov,

Here I am sitting among the rooftops of Paris – this mother-city
of France – thinking what you asked about my expectations of
a mother being always meek, accepting and nurturing. Not at
all. My mother certainly isn’t! Archetypal mothers may be a
different story.

Which brings me to the next point. Yes, you are a mother and
not just the Working Mother of the EuroFaeries. You are the
mother of a newsletteress called eff. You didn’t conceive her
on your own, but, through your vision for her, you have helped
her to grow.
We now understand that you are feeling the responsibilities of
a single parent and that at the root of your last editorial letter,
there is a request for co-parenting, for greater interest from
her aunts, uncles, relatives and friends, in the child’s wellbeing
and upbringing; even a request for adoption (for four issues).
The poor child might otherwise have to be shortened and forever remain a little newsletterette instead of growing into full
and mature newsletteresshood.
Goddess forbid!! Curtailment is like amputation.
Shooting Star ★
Dear Shooting Star,
Do you remember that I long ago gave up my Working
Mother/Housewife or any title of that sort?
Kulov ★

Andrew Richardson ★

Big hugs,

LETTER

F

from

THE EDITORESS

from

irst of all, we are an official not-for-profit organization
(stichting). Finally! Trixy, with Lekker Ding, ‘put the final
touches’ on this almost 18-month-long process and
registered us with the Chamber of Commerce of Amsterdam
(Kamer van Koophandel), No. 34.114.857. We’ve also
opened a EuroFaerie bank account with the Postbank in the
Netherlands, Amsterdam, Account No. 8283324 and started
the process for getting a charity status. This is one of the most
important points of the registration—that any donations to our
organization, including memberships and other such fees,
become tax deductible! Oh, my Goddess—everything is so
‘official’. We even have an official Board of Directors (Raad
van Bestuur) consisting of President Trixy (Queen of
EuroFaeries), Treasurer Lekker Ding (Money Mom) and
Secretary Eunice (Wannabee). I’m the Official Representative
or SpokesModel of the EuroFaeries. And notice the official
spelling, with the ‘E’ & the ‘F’ in capital letters!
We’d like to elect more EuroFaerie Officers, who’ll not only
have the obligation to wear colorful official drag, but take on
some of the responsibilities of the current board. Lekker Ding
suggested doing this on Terschelling, but I simply don’t foresee
it happening at a gathering and while Mercury is in retrograde at the same time. In fact, I don’t foresee it happening
until our 3rd Annual EuroFaerie Biz Meeting next winter, for in
the fall, we’ll be quite busy
with the Millennium Gathering.
Speaking of the Millennium
Gathering, enclosed you’ll find
our flashy flier announcing it.
As you already know, we’ve
reserved and signed a contract
for this enormous house. Lekker
Ding and I, as the co-organizers, will try to get around 80

we need to
know from
all of you
about your
interest...

faeries from around the
world to attend this event.
However, this requires not
only a lot of work, but also a
financial commitment from
our newly-formed organization (the house is really
expensive!). In addition,
organizing this event is more
complicated than others
we’ve done in the past, not only because of it’s scale, but
because of the competition from other events during that
time and from such potential scares as the Y2K computer
problem, etc. What we’re currently asking from you, our
EuroFaerie community, is to contact us and let us know
whether you’re either sure, or not yet sure but interested, in
coming to this event. We’d like to gage the response and
according to it either amend our contract with the house
owners, scale down the event or continue with our initial plan
which originated over 18 months ago. Please call us, or

so it keeps informing us of what’s going on, keeps us in touch,
and the efforts put into producing it reflect the size of the community, both in numbers and in finances?

...in the
millennium gathering by
july 30!

My answer was obvious, but hidden actually in the name eff
itself. It stands for EuroFaerie Facts and not for Fiction. This
gave me the idea to separate the two. So, from now on, our
quarterly newsletter eff will consist only of the Calendar of
Events, News & Announcements and an Archive of previous
events. A single, double-sided A3 format is cheaper to print
and mail, and takes less effort and time on my part, as well.
However, once every 12-18 months, I’ll put out a call for
entries and produce eff, the booklet, which will reflect the creativity of our movement—sort of like our section in RFD’s
Winter ‘97 issue. Both the facts and the fiction will be part of
a membership/donation package, described on the following
page. And I strongly urge all of you who currently subscribe
to eff, to become EuroFaerie members, which will
tremendously help our newly-formed organization to grow.

send us a note or an e-mail. It’s very important!

Now, on the fate of this newsletter. First, thanks to
all of you who sent in your surveys, or called, or faxed, and
of course, wrote to the editoress. Special thanks to
Tinkerbell, who even took on three different personae to
write three different letters to the editoress. I hope that they
provide more amusement than tedious reading. And I hope
that you’ve already read my long response to her on the previous spread, so I don’t have to repeat some of it here—my
gabby writing style already takes up too much space.
The responses were quite interesting. Mostly positive, of
course, with some who thought that I was looking for appreciation, one for controversy, and another for faerie opinions, which according to her, don’t exist. Well, I got about
seven surveys, in addition to the letters and responses. The
surveys were meant to gage the needs of the community
when it came to the newsletter. Their number constitutes
more than 10% of all the subscribers to eff. This, on one
hand, is a lot, considering that the editor of Madison, a new
international New-York-based glossy, gets only about 8 letters per issue. However, taking into account that most of the
surveys and responses were by the regular contributors to
eff, proved what I thought all along—the actual readership of the newsletter is much smaller than
the already small number of 55 subscribers. Yes, this
newsletter is too ambitious of a project for the current size
of our community. It is also, according to the surveys, too
text heavy and perhaps too English-focused, considering
that a lot of EuroFaeries don’t have English as a primary language. In addition, the subscription money was initially
intended not only to fund the production of eff, but to also
help out with the administrative costs of the organization. As
I mentioned in the last editorial, the subscription revenue
covers only 75% of the total production cost, with the organization subsidising the rest. Forget about funds left for
administration—it is too expensive to produce
in it’s current format.
But the newsletter is still important in keeping a community together outside of gatherings, making us
feel like we belong. What to do and how to restructure it,
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I’ve learned to have them without having disappointments, by
just letting go. It’s not been easy to get to this point, but now I
can allow myself to jump into a new venture head first, without having the fear that I’ll fail at it. Otherwise, you think I’d
be here, starting from scratch in Holland? But more on this and
on the restructuring of the EuroFaeries and the newsletter in my
editorial column.
Kulov ★

I’m quite happy with the solution. It solves the issues of production costs and efforts, while still keeps us in touch and
reflects our creativity. However, in the following year of doing
the new eff format and coordinating activities and events, I’m
quite open to other ideas and suggestions.
I would also like some new, young, energetic EuroFaerie, in
her twenties, to take over the facts section. Where is she? I’m
getting older and my priorities are changing, with more focus
on my financial stability and also on reviving my art career. Plus, adjusting to a
new culture takes up so much of
my energy. My feeling at the
moment is that eventually, within a year, I’d like my involvement with the EuroFaeries to
trim down primarily to producing an art-oriented gathering
once every couple of years.
Such as ArtCamp on Ameland
next summer? And eff, the fiction
booklet springing out of our experiences there? Any thoughts on this?
Last but not least, welcome to our issue on sex. We
didn’t get too many EuroFaerie entries this time, so there’s
more material from outside sources. First, we have another
entry from Andrew Ramer, who’s Searching for Gay History
was published in the spring ‘98 issue. Then, there’s a reprint,
called Fast Love, from a well-written, London-based monthly
gay glossy. Although these two articles come seemingly from
two separate worlds, one spiritually-based and channelled,
the other physical and tangible, they both seem to have similar messages. In my opinion, they make good complements in
this issue. You’ll be the judges. Plus, Camille Paglia’s, our lesbian academic Goddess, bit on bears, and other small bits
from our EuroFaerie contributors. So again, welcome to this
last extended issue of eff! Enjoy! And I hope that you’ve kept
the rest of these extended issues—who knows, they might be
collector’s treasures one of these days? Stay in touch and don’t
forget to be KuLOVly.
KuLOV,
SpokesModel of the EuroFaeries
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ell, it’s another name for our subscriptions, but since
now we’re more ‘official’ (that word again), we have a
more ‘official’ name for it as well. Are we allowed to call it that
anyway, or is it ‘donations?’ Trixy, this is your domain. In any
case, it is supposed to be tax deductible—we’re in the process
of getting a charity status in Holland. However, try it out and
let us know, especially if you’re donating outside of Holland.
But first, here are some questions that might be popping into
your minds already:
Where does the membership/donation money goes
to? It goes towards the production and mailing of our newsletter and any other promotional materials. Plus, it helps out with
administrative costs such as the notaris fees for our official status registration, for example. Any left over funds go towards
our community center/land fund.

How much is a membership/donation? The following
are some guidelines—you pick what suits you best. The
amounts listed are in Dutch Guilders.
❑ Reduced Rate: f 25,- per year
(for faeries with Gross Annual Income* of f 20.000,- or less)
❑ Working-Girl/Regular Rate: f 35- per year
(for faeries with Gross Annual Income* between
f 20.000,- and f 50.000,-)
❑ Faerie Family Rate: f 65- per year
(for two Working Girls, who live at the same address)
❑ Golden-Winged-Faerie/Supporter Rate:
f 50,- per year
(faeries with Gross Annual Income* higher than f 50.000,-)

Additional suggested donation rates:

❑ Rhinestones-Winged-Faerie: f 100,- to f 150,per year (automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards)
❑ Sequinned-Winged-Faerie: f 150,- to f 250,- per
year (automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards and a
EuroFaerie t-shirt)
❑ Goddess-to-be-Faerie: anything above f 250,per year (we cannot give any additional incentives to the
above two rates except our unconditional love; but what
more can we give—we really, really love you!)
*Gross Annual Income = Your full income before taxes.

Approximate measurement translations: 1inch=2.5cm, 1mile=1.6km, 1gallon=4l

donations

What do I get by being a member/donor? First, you’ll
get our quarterly newsletter eff, which will keep you in touch of
what’s happening with the EuroFaerie community—events,
gatherings, news & announcements, etc. Plus once every 12-18
months, you’ll get an additional booklet with articles written by
you and other members, showcasing our talents and creativity.
You’ll also get a discount on any workshops that we might produce or sponsor. And finally, you’ll get to support and to be a
part of a fantastic gay community such as the EuroFaeries.

Phallic Phacts
supplied to us by Efthimios

Yes

by Hans, Court Astrologer of the EuroFaeries
Here is the ASTROLOGICAL
TERSCHELLING V, July 2-12:

WEATHER

FOR

On Friday, July 2, the moon in Aquarius, the sign of peer
groups with common interests, is prevalent. A very good start
for a faerie gathering.
On Saturday, July 3, you’d want to get up very early,
because the morning atmosphere is full of activity and enthusiasm (influence of Mars and Jupiter). The evening and the
night is influenced by Pluto—a tendency for tensions and
power struggles.
Sunday, July 4 and Monday, July 5 have the same atmosphere
of restlessness, impulsiveness and a tendency for irritation and
fighting (a disharmonic Mars). Monday night however,
Neptune makes the situation agreeable and relaxed.
Tuesday, July 6 and Wednesday, July 7 are good days for serious discussions (good connection between Mercury and
Pluto). In the evening of Wednesday, people can be a little bit
too impulsive and enthusiastic. Nothing can be too crazy!
On Thursday, July 8, Uranus plays a big role: restlessness,
unpredictable (re)actions, unexpected events. Have a breakfast
without confrontational discussions: they might end in quarrel.
On Friday, July 9 and Saturday, July 10, there is a tendency
for adventure, freedom and risky enterprises. A day for messing things up. But be careful! Mars, Jupiter and Uranus are in
a disharmonic combination. Don’t act out your frustrations on
others, for it could get out of hand. Take walks or bicycle trips,
run in the dunes or get other kind of exercises. The
evening/night can be also very active and lively: time for
dancing and swinging!
The evening/night of Sunday, July 11 is a very good time for
fun but in a relaxed atmosphere, due to the influence of Venus
(love), Jupiter (fun) and Neptune (romance). A perfect last
night!

the penis does
shrink in the
shower

✄

On the day of departure, Monday,
July 12, Mercury has come into the
last degrees of a sign: there can be
some trouble in communication such
as misunderstandings and traffic
delays. It’s not the best day for making journeys, but you must leave—
the party is over.

★★★

❑ Yes! I’d like to become a member/donate to the EuroFaeries.
______________ Please indicate amount and direct deposit it, along
with any receiving costs, to the bank account of the Stichting
EuroFaeries, Amsterdam, Postbank Nederland,
Account No. 8283324, Swift Code INGBNL2A.. Make
sure that you cover the cost of the transfer, including the receiving
costs on our side. Then mail this coupon along with your name,
address, phone/fax/e-mail information to the EuroFaeries ‘headquarters’: PO Box 2721, 1000 CS Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. Thank you so much, in advance!

MIlky Way Murmurs

And now, last but not least, something about WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 11, 1999.

p.s. Odors that increase blood flow to the penis: lavender, licorice, chocolate,doughnuts, pumpkin pie

This is astrologically a very important day: 8 planets are making a big cross in the four fixed signs, referring to the four
beasts of the Apocalypse: Taurus the bull, Leo the lion, Scorpio
the eagle and Aquarius the man. In addition, there is an
eclipse of the sun on this day.
Some astrologers regard this as a very bad constellation and
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they predict all kinds of
catastrophes such as
earthquakes, tidal waves
and displacement of the
polar axis. And also social
unrest
and
violence.
Nostradamus, the famous
seer from France, also
made a prediction about
that day. He wrote that in
the year 1999 and seven
months a very terrible king
will come from heaven.
This is why some think that
on this day a UFO will
land on earth—a kind of
invasion of aliens. Others
suppose that an asteroid
will crash down in one of
our oceans or seas.
Maybe. But there were so
many unfulfilled prophecies in the past. But it is
also a fact that the influence of the planet constellation after an eclipse lasts for up to a year. Mars and Uranus
play a disharmonic role in it and that can mean trouble in traffic (air, railway, sea) and in sports. Uranus has also to do with
computers, so the so-called Y2K is a really serious matter. But
another difficult day was May 4, 1999. On that day there was
a concentration of 6 planets in the same sign (Taurus) around
the sun. But did anything terrible happen?
I personally think that no one knows exactly the future for some
reasons. The planet constellations only give trends and tendencies, but we all have a free will to react on situations in
our own way. It is like the flu: some get it and some don’t. So,
have a good summer and maybe I’ll see you on Terschelling.

For more details on any astrological topics or if you need personal
assistance with your chart, you can contact the Court Astrologer
himself at: 31-20-6968773.

Here again are the MERCURY COMMUNICATION
TROUBLE dates for the rest of the year:
June 24 – 26: Last Degrees of the Sign
July 6 – 12: Last Degrees of the Sign
July 12 – August 7: Retrograde
August 7 – 11, 30 & 31: Last Degrees of the Sign
September 15 & 16: Last Degrees of the Sign
October 3 – 5, 28 – 30: Last Degrees of the Sign
November 1 – 5: Last Degrees of the Sign
November 5 – 26: Retrograde
December 9 – 11, 29 – 31: Last Degrees of the Sign

Fast Love
By Jonathan Carr

I

t’s horror time!” yelled the manager of Oi! And as the lights
went up in the filthy backroom at The Orange, the sleazy
excitement drained away and was replaced by embarrassment. The man on my left who I thought had a sexy six pack
turned out to have been standing beneath flattering lights, and
the guy I thought was good looking, well, he’s not, and people
are running out of the room.
If you ever need to organise a group of gay men all
you need, it seems, is a
dimmer switch.
Backroom sex is more widely
available in London than ever
before. The demand for sex
places grows ever more frenzied and the people who
enforce the relevant laws
appear to have relaxed. The
question is what is driving
the demand. The superficial
answer is that sex is one of
life’s greatest pleasures and
backrooms make experiencing it incredibly easy. You
don’t have to figure out how to
pick up that dauntingly attractive man at the bar. In fact,
you don’t even have to speak
to anyone. If you are not totally hideous all you need to do
is drop your trousers and
someone will come along and
suck your cock.
To those who wonder what
this kind of behaviour is all
about the reply is, quite simply, get over yourself. The
backroom boy has simply chosen to access the pleasure of sex
directly, without going through all that tiresome love and relationship rubbish. There’s no more to it. There’s nothing to fear
about sex, runs the seductive Sixties thinking. All those ideas
about ‘making love’ and ‘fidelity’ are nothing more than hangups and social bullshit made to Keep You Down. Relax! Sex is
natural and fun.
This is all terribly persuasive, especially after three pints of
lager, but if gay men truly believed it, wouldn’t backroom sex
look a whole lot different? If sex is natural and fun then surely
the sex in backrooms, which is absurdly tepid most of the time,
would be hotter than hell? A lot of people should be letting
themselves guiltlessly go. You see, if pleasure was the real
objective of the men in backrooms, pleasure is what you’d
see. Loads of passionate, primitive, incredibly sexy pleasure.
Instead what do you get? For a start, from the humourless
masks which pass for faces in these places, you might as well

be in a Nazi death camp. Then, inside the backroom, there is
the annoying experience of everyone waiting for someone
else to kick things off, as if their sexual pleasure was somebody else’s responsibility. When sex does take place, what
pleasure if could give is often suffocated by dangerous overcrowding and gross old queens who suddenly appear from
nowhere and try to push their fingers up your arse. Someone,
you think, really ought to have a word with this lot.
So you come out of the backroom feeling furious, and out
comes all you hate. Gay men are notoriously insecure. The
real reason they use backrooms is that they don’t want to feel
vulnerable when they are
having sex. They’re afraid to
take emotional risks. They
don’t want to try to pick
someone up because they
might be – ‘oh my god’ –
rejected. And they don’t really one to hit on them because
they secretly believe no-one
is good enough for them –
the backroom is their way
of resolving the impasse.
They shuffle around a bit
and get into something, and
they don’t care if it’s something they wouldn’t dream
of doing under normal lighting conditions. Seduction,
choice and consent are all
going on inside them, but
they pretend that they’re
not and that their sexual
behaviour is all someone
else’s fault.
Of course, you’re not like
this. They are.
No only are you furious with
the people around you,
you’re also furious with a
gay scene that champions
easy sex as a symbol of libillustration by Anna-Lize
eration. How did you fall for
that crap? But you still think that backroom sex could be good
if people just worked harder at ti. You glare at the bar staff
and ask yourself, ‘Why do the management have to let so
many gross people in?’ So you decide they’re a bunch of
greedy bastards. It all seems so twisted.
Today’s backroom proceedings are overseen by GMFA posters
demanding that people conduct themselves with ‘Love and
Respect’. This seems perfectly
insane, because what is taking
place in the backroom is essentially unloving and disrespectful.
The backroom user is forever
called upon to fabricate clever
excuses, deny he has attended
certain establishments, diss
crap shags from the past, lie
about the size of his cock and

all you
need to do
is drop

your
trousers

and...

mislead people as to his HIV status. His sex life relies upon sustaining the most marvellous deceits
and were he to introduce into it
something as violent as ‘love’ or
‘respect’ it would grind to a halt.
Even the organisations who are
supposed to help you sort yourself
out are seemingly out to deceive.

“

...someone
will come
along to

suck your
cock

So there you are, feeling utterly resentful. Then you go back
into the backroom and have one hell of a shag with a lethal
blond boy who blows your mind. You love it all; the exhibitionism, the voyeurism, and the kind assistance of you fellow
customers. Most of all you love the ruthlessness of an anonymous fuck. You come, finish your beer, get your coat and
leave, somehow forgetting all the anger you felt about the
backroom experience.

A few days later. Something’s bugging you. You start to tell
your mate how you feel about using backrooms. It’s uncomfortable, because you’re trying to talk about your anger, you
shame. The fact is that together with your dose of sex you
wanted conversation, companionship and love and you’re not
sure how to get it. You want to share another person’s body,
of course, but you also want to share another person’s mind,
another person’s life. You feel like a right idiot for feeling vulnerable and ashamed, and before you know it your mate is
telling you that you are a right idiot. “lighten up!” he says, and
no wonder – he’s looking forward to a summer of getting
stoned and roaming the Heath* and he doesn’t want it ruined
by you and your hang-ups.
“The whole point of being gay is that you can have sex anytime, anyplace, anywhere,” he tells you. So you just go home
and play Madonna’ Substitute for Love, wondering why the
lyrics seem so relevant.
Twenty years later. You attend a backroom establishment and
now no-one gives you a second look. You’ve squandered your
looks on drink and drugs, and the only result you get form the
gym is a tight, lined little face. Now, even in the dimmest lighting conditions, men ignore you. Instead of being the focus of the
cluster fuck that once thrilled both you and everyone else, you’re
now expected to get on your knees and suck even the most
mediocre penises. Now you understand what people mean
when they describe homosexuality as a lonely way of life.
Hey, backrooms are worth it, aren’t they?
See you there. ★
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n their defiant hirsutism, gay bears are more
virile than the generic bubble-butt junior stud,
since body hair is stimulated by testosterone.

But the bears' fatness resembles not the warlike
Viking mass of a Hell's Angel but the capacious
bosom of the primal earth mother. The gay bear is
simultaneously animalistic and nurturing, a romp
in the wild followed by nap time on a comfy cushion. The Greek-style pretty ephebe is a cold visual
icon, tauntingly remote and ultimately ungraspable. The bear, however, offers warm, soothing
regression to what Freud calls the polymorphous
perverse,

the

whole-body

tactility

of

early

childhood. My working theory is that the gay bear
as a sexual persona is a mythic father-mother, a
parental fusion like the androgynous Egyptian

”

river god Hapi or the Roman Father Tiber, bearded
and jovially recumbent amid his swarm of rollicking cherubs."

Camille Paglia, our ItalianAmerican Pagan Academic
Goddess, in her March 17
column of Salon magazine

The above article is a reprint from the opinion column of the May ‘99 issue of Attitude, a very-well-written, London-based monthly gay glossy, worth checking
out. Although a bit lookist and agist, the editoress was
impressed by how poignantly the author described this certain
aspect of the urban gays scene, with which many of us are
familiar. It’s so to-the-point and honest, isn’t it?
*Hampton Heath is the largest and busiest outdoor cruising area in London.
photo montage by Kulov
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My Goddess, how was the Spring Equinox Day of
Beauty in the Temple of Light, the Day Sauna, in Amsterdam,
on March 20? Are all visits to the Temple a blur to me?
Ooops! Well, noooow it’s coming back. It was a great mixture
of fun & frolic and rituals. There were about eight of us or so.
In addition to our regular Dutch circle, we had Kamil and
Mark Ovenden, who came here from England especially for
this event. We had the ohming in the steamroom, the frolic
and faerie baptisms in the
whirlpool and a heart circle in one of the cabins. It
was lekker tight in there!
But there are too many distractions in that place for a
heart circle. We even blew
bubbles over the threesome having moaninggood-sex in the cabin next
to us. We didn’t recruit as
many faeries this time, but
our energy seemed more
grounded than on our Valentine Day visit a year prior.
Exhausted, we went out to dinner at a Tibetan restaurant in the
Red Light District. How appropriate the location, huh? And this
is what the photo is of, our dinner, for Kulov had again forgotten her camera for the sauna. This polaroid cost seven
Dutch Guilders from one of those flower-selling/photo-taking
folk who frequent the tourist areas of Amsterdam.
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winter, so I guess our ritual in the Fall
was quite fruitful. Still, among the
remains of the pomegranate and
the sticks that were tangled under
the roots of the bulbs we had
planted, the sacred egg was found
as was her sacred mirror. Also
Tinkerbell's artwork was found and
looked beautiful with a bulb tightly
embracing it. Trixy's teddy whose
innards made of flax seeds were
spilling all over the site was also found.
Various people also engaged in personal
small ritual gestures as we went around.
Selena contributed largely by preparing a milk
and honey mixture which we all drank and which we used to
pour libations. The unearthed Persephone was powdered with
flour and then Selena brought out two masks representing an
old fool and a serious youth. People were inspired to talk
about ageing and the passage of time as they tried on the
masks. We ended by raising energy from the ground and visualizing ourselves following it up into the tall chestnut tree
branches that formed a dark green ring above us against the
powdery blue of the crepuscle.”

1999

Here is what Efthimios had to say about her Disinterment
of Persephone Ritual, on May 1:
“Persephone was brought back into the light on May first.
About eight faeries were present including one from
Catalunia, one from England, and one from America. We
arrived holding a white umbrella which had flowers stitched
onto it. It was warm and a fair was raging near by. After a
meditation that brought us into the sacred space to the point
that the fair was no longer noticeable, we went around the
circle talking and digging Persephone up.’
‘With glee and joyful surprise we recovered limb after decomposed limb. She looked like she had had quite an eventful

But Trish-Trash has even more to say:
“We had a faerie good time! Franz invited us to the cabin towering the valley of the river Ahr. Eunice, Friedrich, BonnBon,
and I were joined by the goddess-sent Francoise from
Luxembourg and Hayati from Cologne. These two new faeries
added a lot of good vibes to us old EuroFaerie girls. So we
blended well together into a thrilling and relaxing gatherette.’
‘The Goddess arranged a fairly good weather for our two
hikes. On Friday night, we took a hike in pitchblack dark—up
the hill and then climbing a watchtower. You could hardly see
anything, so it was a special experience for everyone. But we
missed these very very handsome and of course extremely gay
boys. Yes I, very much used to dim lit places, was able to
exchange very intimate glances with them, while they swiftly
passed by in their little Mercedes. Missing this promising
opportunity, we somehow managed to overcum our disappointments during the night.’
On Saturday, we had a good heart circle
and after that climbed one of the peaks in this
beautiful countryside. We were quite exhausted when we came back. But the fresh green
of the forests, colourful and aromatic flowers
along the paths and the great views made it
an unforgettable hike. In the afternoon,
BonnBon led a meditation circle and Friedrich an
continues on the back page

▼

Who would have thought that the
Handbag Museum Visit, on April 18 would
have been even more fantastic than anticipated? And who would have imagined that a
museum in what seemed like someone’s
house in a suburb of Amsterdam would be
so professionally done. And the exhibit
itself: those handbags, that intricate work,
the colour combinations—just amazing!!!
And so much fun, of course. There
were eight of us exactly
and we had a ball. Had
tea, took photos, talked
to the proprietors—the
(hand)Bag Lady, pictured here, was so
wonderful and eager to tell stories about
the designs and the history. Great event!
Thanks to Cindy von Protokol and DeeTour
for organizing it. Let’s do it again.

According to Eunice, the Late-Spring Gatherette in
Dernau, Germany, June4-6 (postponed from the original date),
“was delightful, high on the mountain overlooking the
valley and the wineries of the Kreuzberg family. Churchbells
singing and bouncing from beneath candlelit cemeteries in the
night. Tightening old ties and meeting two new faeries who
connected smoothly. Heart circles, night and daywalks, bonfires, silent togetherness, meditative moments, good eating
and local wines....!”

✄
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Myday=Monday Yourday=Tuesday Goddessday=Wednesday Theirday=Thursday Ourday=Friday Sitdownday=Saturday Funday=Sunday
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Clip and place somewhere where you can easily see this page. Also, due to the small size of our active
community, it is important that you let the organizers for each event know whether or not you can attend.

Sitdownday, June 26: Pink
in Arnhem, Holland.

Zaterdag

Saturday/Roze

Yes, we got a booth/stand in the Information Route, so it’d
hardly be a sitdownday for Dee Tour, Cindy and Kulov, who
will be tending the EuroFaeries booth and handing out
information on our new stichting and on our upcoming
Millennium Gathering. There will be signs from Arnhem’s
Central Station which will guide visitors to the different sites.
But if you’re coming by car, there will be practically no parking in the center. You’re advised to take Exit N325 and park
at the Gelredome. From there, you can get
to the center via free transportation provided
by the organization.
The Information Route is open from 12:30
until 17:30. We don’t have a specific location for our stand yet, but most of them will
be located by the Manifestatie area. So,
wander round and look for our orange flag with logo and our
colourful paper flowers, as on our boat last year. There is no
parade this year, but the theme of the event is Extraordinarily
Diverse/Buitengewoon Divers, so there’s lots going on. In
addition to the information route, there are pink breakfasts,
boat rides, dinner dances, theatre performances, and way
more. So, come to enjoy the event and visit our stand. And
who knows, maybe we’ll need your help. For more information, please contact Dee Tour and Cindy at: 31-20-4860377
or DeeTour@gmx.net or the Roze Zaterdag’s website at:
http://welcome.to/rz.99.
July 2-12: Terschelling
Dutch Frisian Island.

V Gathering

on one of the

Not much to say here except that if you’ve registered, we’ll
see you on the island. And if you’re not coming, we hope to
see you at the Millennium Gathering in Lunteren. For those
last moment-change-of-heart faeries, there
might be a couple of places still open for
the first weekend of the gathering. Check
with Lekker Ding at 31-10-5120972 or
americanvoices@wxs.nl. Check with her if
you also have any other questions regarding this gathering.
Myday, July 19:
Tilburg, Holland.

Pink Monday Carnival

in

This is not an official EuroFaerie event, but some of us are
interested in going as a group of faeries to the Roze Maandag
Kermis in Tilburg. The day would consist of travelling together
by train, a short grounding circle upon arrival, missionary
work about the EuroFaeries (handing out stickers in faerie
drag, talking to folks, promoting our next gathering, etc.) and
lots of post-Terschelling after-glow fun. If you want to do this,
contact Lekker Ding at 31-10-5120972 or 31-653958442. If
we get a quorum (5 or more...?), we can plan something at
the last moment...wouldn't that be truly faerie???

Goddessday, August 11: End-of-the-World
in Gouda, Holland.

Circle

This event is at the new home of Lekker Ding and Pappitje.
Appropriately on Goddessday, huh? 18:00, at Graf Florisweg
22. The new house is conveniently located only 200m walking distance from the Gouda’s Central Station. If the world
might be ending (see our Court Astrologer’s article in this
issue), why not end it in a faerie circle and in the arms of your
faerie brothers and sisters? There will be a silent meditation circle, followed by a heart circle, followed by faerie blessings on
Gouda's sacred faerie grounds (the park near the train station). Bring something to contribute to dinner and to drink.
Please RSVP with Lekker Ding at tel: 31-653958442, e-mail:
americanvoices@wxs.nl or Pappitje at tel: 31-651493784.
August 14th & 15th: Mid-Summer BBQ with the
RheinGold Faeries in Bonn-Oberkassel, Germany.
Our RheinGolden Girls are organizing a barbecue gatherette at
Trish-Trash’s house for faeries and friends, starting on Sitdownday
afternoon and lasting until Funday morning. They were originally thinking about a more vegetarian barbecue, but Bratwürste
can be grilled too. If the weather is nice they are planing a group
nude swim in the nearby Dornhecken lake where there’s a
chance to observe the handsome species who sometimes hide in
the surrounding woods. Of course this safari will be let by experienced guides. The address of Trish-Trash is Berghovener Str. 57,
53227 Bonn-Oberkassel. Please contact him via phone at:
49-228-443218 or 49-172-29681 or e-mail at: geert.oetken@tonline.de. You can also RSVP with BonnBon 49-228-651249.
But please let them know whether you are coming!
Sitdownday, September 18: The
Ultimate Herbal Experience, a
Fall Equinox circle at Eunice/Wannabee’s
house in Zeist, Holland.

The Wannabee family, which includes,
Tas, Kuifje the pigeon, the 5 chicks, the
housetoad and about 200.000 bees will welcome participants
in a late summer atmosphere. Koeburgweg 15, in Zeist,
Holland, at 16:00. RSVP with Eunice at tel: 31-30-6920576 or
e-mail: erkool@worldonline.nl. Bring drinks!
KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING DATES:
December 27, 1999 – January 2, 2000: Have you caught the
EuroFaeries’ Millennium Bug yet? Yes, this is our Millennium
Gathering, ubiquitous in this newsletter. See enclosed flier, actually geared for people who don’t yet know the faeries, and
please let us know whether you’re interested by July 30th and
register by August 15th. But first, for those not residing on the
continent, check travel information immediately, for
because of this special time and because of the Year2000 computer problem, getting to Holland might be
more difficult than usual. Contact Kulov at tel: 31-204204531 or e-mail: kulov.viscom@wxs.nl for more information.
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Our t-shirts are 100% cotton and are
available in Mediums(M), Larges(L) &
Extra-Larges(XL). They are black and all art is printed in hot
pink. The front carries our EuroFaerie butterfly logo, which is
printed to the left, right where the heart is. The back of the t-shirt
has ‘EuroFaeries’ written across the upper half.Prices per t-shirt
are as follows (shipping is not included):
30.00 Dutch Guilders
14.00 Euros
front
back
front: Summer Murmurs (the site and playground of EuroFaerie gatherings for spiritual
queer folk in Terschelling, The Netherlands)
concept: Kulov, photography: Eunice ©

www.eurofaerie.org

Eunice used special filters to get that intense
blue of the Terschelling
sky in combination with
the green grass &
Kulov’s bright orange hair, listening for faerie murmurs on the
ground. We wish that we can show it to you here in color, but
that’s not possible. Trust us, it’s absolutely gorgeous!
Prices per postcard are as follows (shipping is not included):
1.00 Dutch Guilder/0.50 Euros
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how many size

subtotal:
shipping: +
20% inside Europe, 40% everywhere else
total: =

price

And finally, this is Lekker Ding’s account of the Summer
Solstice Circle, in Vondelpark, Amsterdam, on June 20:
A TRULY DUTCH SUMMER SOLSTICE
Only the bravest of the Dutch circle attempted to meet on a
cloudy, rainy, and windy Dutch Summer Solstice. Due to the
weather, we first met at the Mankind Cafe and welcomed two
new faeries into our fold—Koos of Utrecht and Katsuyo of
Rotterdam and Japan. After lots of relaxed faerie socializing
and planning for Terschelling, five of us remained for a pleasant late-evening ritual in the Vondelpark. There was discussion
of having regular faerie circles there during the summer. Does
anyone want to host a monthly circle on the last Sunday of the
month, from May through September? If so, contact Lekker
Ding at 31-10-5120972 or americanvoices@wxs.nl. ★
EuroFaeries, send in your accounts of experiences at any of
our EuroFaerie events. Maximum two paragraphs!!!

NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARGESH... Study Group of Queer Pagans: Queer spirituality
with shamanism, pagan nature-worship, witchcult, ...circle
and network. Ralf-Detlef Kopka, Postfach 1844, 26358
Wilhelmshaven, Germany. ★

✄

PO Box 2721

M

1000 CS Amsterdam

Please write your name & address on a separate sheet. For shipping charges, add 20% of your subtotal for European deliveries
and 40% of your subtotal for any deliveries outside of Europe.
For payment, you can mail cash, at your own risk, to our ‘headquarters’ or deposit your total sum, plus our receiving charges,
straight into our bank account to: Stichting EuroFaeries,
Amsterdam, Postbank Nederland, Account No.8283324, Swift
Code INGBNL2A.
items

‘After another heartcircle in the house, which came to be a
silent circle, we visited the winery of Franz’s family and then
happily parted. It truly was a fantastic weekend!”

THE NETHERLANDS
www.eurofaerie.org

eff (EuroFaerie Facts) is edited and designed by Kulov. Send your
comments, inquiries and entries of your experiences at faerie
events (maximum length: two paragraphs) to: PO Box 2721,
1000 CS Amsterdam, The Netherlands, tel/fax: 31-20-4204531,
e-mail: kulov.viscom@wxs.nl. Special thanks go to those famous nonEuroFaerie-community writers who’s texts have been so inspirational
so to be included in this newsletter. Sincerest apologies go to those
unknown faeries whose photographs, as part of the EuroFaeries’
archives, were used without credits.
l

post
cards:

‘After the Sunday breakfast in Franz’s cozy house in Dernau,
we had the chance to visit a forsaken valley with a little hut,
wonderful plants, and a pond with goldfishes in it. This might
become a new faerie space for us. The owners will let me know
whether they are willing to let or sell this big piece of land.’

Please photocopy and distribute this newsletter or phone/fax/e-mail to request additional original copies at f 7,50 each. © 1999.
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t-shirts:

eye meditation, which gave us fresh energy. Enjoying the late
afternoon sun, we sat outside around a fire, chatted the
evening away, and drank the tasty burgundy wine of Franz’s
family vineyards.’
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f you haven’t yet got our not-so-new fundraising items, here
they are again. They’ll be around for the next couple of
years, but in the spirit of becoming more ‘official’ we thought
that you might want to order some
again. We hadn’t figured out
the added-value-tax finances
and realized that we weren’t
really fundraising, so we’ve had
to increase the t-shirt prices.
Save on shipping by ordering
now and picking up your items
at our next EuroFaerie event.
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collage by Tinkerbell
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